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High Rotation Number Effect on
Heat Transfer in a Triangular
Channel With 45 deg, Inverted 45
deg, and 90 deg Ribs
Heat transfer and pressure drop have been experimentally investigated in an equilateral
triangular channel �Dh�1.83 cm�, which can be used to simulate the internal cooling
passage near the leading edge of a gas turbine blade. Three different rib configurations
(45 deg, inverted 45 deg, and 90 deg) were tested at four different Reynolds numbers
(10,000–40,000), each with five different rotational speeds (0–400 rpm). The rib pitch-
to-height �P /e� ratio is 8 and the height-to-hydraulic diameter �e /Dh� ratio is 0.087 for
every rib configuration. The rotation number and buoyancy parameter achieved in this
study were 0–0.58 and 0–2.3, respectively. Both the rotation number and buoyancy pa-
rameter have been correlated with predict the rotational heat transfer in the ribbed
equilateral triangular channel. For the stationary condition, staggered 45 deg angled
ribs show the highest heat transfer enhancement. However, staggered 45 deg angled ribs
and 90 deg ribs have the higher comparable heat transfer enhancement at rotating
condition near the blade leading edge region. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000986�

Keywords: heat transfer, turbulence promoter, triangular channel, high rotation number
Introduction
The leading edge of the gas turbine blade is critical due to high

eat load. Internal cooling technique can be applied by circulating
ompressed air through the multipass cooling cavities inside blade
tructure. Cooling channels with different geometry are applicable
o different regions of the turbine blade, as shown in Fig. 1. It
hows that the triangular-shaped channel and wedge-shaped chan-
el can be applied to the leading edge and trailing edge of the
lade, respectively. Internal cooling is influenced by the channel
spect ratio, turbulence promoter configurations, rotational and
ow parameters. Gas Turbine Heat Transfer and Cooling Tech-
ology �1� provides in-depth information about the state of the art
ooling techniques.

Early internal cooling research began with square or rectangular
hannels �2–5�; however, they are commonly used in the middle
ortion of the turbine blade. A triangular-shaped cooling channel
s a more realistic design to fit the profile of the blade leading
dge. Studies focused on triangular channels at stationary condi-
ion provide a good starting point to understand the heat transfer
n leading edge cavities. The heat transfer and pressure drop mea-
urements inside the triangular channel were in good agreement
ith the correlations developed for turbulent tube flow using the
ydraulic diameter of the triangular duct as the tube diameter �6�.
etzger and Vedula �7� experimentally measured heat transfer in

riangular channels with angled ribs on two walls. They studied
hree different rib angles and three different sets of rib orienta-
ions. For all the test configurations, 60 deg angled ribs produce
igher heat transfer than 30 deg angled ribs, and P /e=7.5 rib
pacing yield the best thermal performance �TP�. Zhang et al. �8�
ested heat transfer in a triangular duct with full and partial ribbed
alls. They found that the heat transfer coefficients and friction

actors in triangular ducts with partial ribbed walls �90 deg or 45
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deg ribs� were 10% higher than those with fully ribbed walls.
Haasenritter and Weigand �9� performed a numerical study of heat
transfer in a rib-roughened triangular channel. The results show
good agreement with the experimental data from Ref. �7�. Ahn
and Son �10� studied heat transfer and pressure drop in a rib-
roughened equilateral triangular channel with P /e=4, 8, and 16.
They concluded that the P /e=8 had the best thermal performance
with the Reynolds number from 10,000 to 70,000. Amro et al. �11�
also experimentally investigated heat transfer inside a ribbed tri-
angular channel. Considering the local as well as overall heat
transfer enhancement and the friction factor, they concluded that
45 deg inclined ribs were the optimum. Not only the triangular
channels have been studied, the trapezoidal channels with the
similar shape also provide valuable information. Taslim et al. �12�
measured heat transfer coefficients and friction factor in the trap-
ezoidal channel by liquid crystal technique. They found that the
roughening of the partition walls enhances the heat transfer coef-
ficients on those walls but, more importantly, enhances heat trans-
fer coefficients on the primary walls considerably. Takeishi et al.
�13� performed an experimental and analytical study on the heat
transfer and pressure drop in a triangular cooling channel with the
gap between sidewall and ribs. The conclusion was optimizing the
length of the gap enables the enhancement of the heat transfer
around the trailing edge and to assure mean heat transfer in the
while of the cooling flow passage.

In the actual turbine blade, the rotor blade is rotating and the
effect of rotation in the cooling channels should be considered.
The secondary flow induced by rotation has great impact in the
smooth channel as well as in the ribbed channel. Dutta et al. �14�
studied heat transfer in a two-pass rotating triangular duct with the
rotation number from 0 to 0.22. They studied two channel orien-
tations to the direction of rotation. For the radially outward flow in
the first pass, the Nusselt number ratios increase with rotation on
the trailing wall and reduce on the leading wall. Lee et al. �15�
measured the heat transfer and pressure drop in a rotating equilat-
eral triangular channel with three different rib arrangements: 45

deg, 90 deg, and 135 deg. The highest rotation number was 0.1 at
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eynolds number of 10,000. They showed that the thermal per-
ormance for 45 deg and 135 deg angled ribs is very similar and
oth are higher than the 90 deg ribs.

The effect of rotation needs to be tested under high rotation
umbers in order to simulate the actual engine condition. Cur-
ently, most of the data available in the high rotation number
omain is limited to square or rectangular channel. Wagner et al.
16� performed heat transfer measurements inside a smooth square
hannel with radial outward flow in the first pass. The rotation
umber ranged from 0.00 to 0.48 in their studies. Wagner et al.
17� continued to investigate the heat transfer inside the second
nd third passage of the smooth square channel. The results from
efs. �16,17� showed that both the rotation number and density

atio �DR� caused large changes in heat transfer for radially out-
ard flow but relatively small changes for radially inward flow.

ohnson et al. �18� performed heat transfer measurements in a
otating square channel with ribs skewed to the flow and com-
ared the results from the smooth channel. They found that heat
ransfer with skewed ribs is less sensitive to the buoyancy than the
eat transfer inside the smooth channel or normal ribbed channel.
hou et al. �19� investigated the heat transfer in a 4:1 channel
nder high rotation numbers from 0 to 0.6. They concluded that
here is a critical rotation number where the trend of the heat
ransfer enhancement begins to reverse. Liou et al. �20� investi-
ated the heat transfer in a rectangular channel �AR=1:2� with 45
eg angled ribs under high rotation numbers from 0 to 2. They
ound that the 45 deg staggered ribs generated overall heat trans-
er enhancement of 1.6–4.3 times higher than the Dittus–Boelter
orrelation in the Reynolds number range of 5000–15,000. Liu et
l. �21� studied the heat transfer in a two-pass rectangular �AR
1:4� channel under high rotation numbers from 0 to 0.67. They

ound that the buoyancy parameter can be used to quantify the
ffect of rotation. Wright et al. �22� conducted heat transfer mea-
urements in a wedge-shaped trailing edge channels under high
otation numbers from 0 to 1.0. It showed that the nondimensional
otation number and buoyancy parameter not only can be used in
he rectangular channel but also valid in this wedge-shaped chan-
el.

Liu et al. �23� investigated the heat transfer inside an equilateral
riangular channel with a smooth and 45 deg angled ribbed sur-
ace. The objective is to do an extended research from the previ-
us study �23�, and the performance of different rib configurations
nside this triangular cooling channel is compared. The details are
s follows.

1. Investigate heat transfer distribution in the equilateral trian-
gular ribbed channel under stationary and rotating condi-
tions. Since the thermal load varies near the leading edge of
the turbine blade, each surface of the channel is divided into
two regions to provide local heat transfer distribution.

2. Study heat transfer and pressure drop inside the triangular
channel with three different rib configurations �45 deg, in-
verted 45 deg, and 90 deg�. The highest rotation number is
0.58 under the applicable Reynolds number of 10,000.

3. The Reynolds numbers, the rotational speeds, and the
coolant-to-wall density ratios were varied in order to obtain

Fig. 1 Internal gas turbine blade cooling passage
a thorough understanding of the rotation number and buoy-
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ancy parameter effects. Correlation functions have been gen-
erated to predict the heat transfer enhancement.

2 Experimental Setup

2.1 Rotating Facility. The study of heat transfer inside rotat-
ing cooling channel is performed in a rotating facility as shown in
Fig. 2. Coolant air enters from the bottom of the rig through a
rotary union into the hollow shaft. The air continues to travel
through the hub to a rubber hose and goes into the pressure vessel
containing the test section. After the air passes through the heated
test section, the air goes through another rubber hose to the copper
tubing inside slip ring. The copper tubing connects to another
rotary union at the top of the slip ring. A needle valve is attached
to the pipe to adjust the pressure of the flow loop. With the air
pressurized at 5 times atmospheric pressure, the rotation number
reached in this triangular channel is 0–0.58. A motor is used to
drive the shaft with a frequency controller to control the rotational
speeds from 0 rpm to 400 rpm. A 100 channel slip-ring is used as
an interface to transfer the data reading from the rotating test
section to the data acquisition system.

2.2 Triangular Channel With Ribs. The equilateral triangu-
lar test section used is shown in Fig. 3�a�. The coolant air comes
from a 1.27 cm diameter pipe into the inlet part. Two mesh
screens were placed at the inlet part to help spread the flow. The
thickness of the inlet part is 3.81 cm with the Le /Dh=2.09. The
inlet part has a slot with the same cross section as the triangular
test section and is fully attached to the test section parts. The
coolant flow goes radially outward into the test section and dis-
charges into the cavity of the pressure vessel then back to the flow
loop. Two pressure taps were placed at the inlet and another two
pressure taps were placed at the outlet to measure the pressure
drop across the test section.

The triangular test section consists of three parts: leading, trail-
ing, and inner walls as shown in Fig. 3�b�. These three pieces are
made of Garolite and the thickness of each piece is 2.54 cm. The
size of each copper plate is 1.35�1.11 cm2 with the thickness of
0.476 cm. The copper plates on the leading and trailing surfaces
were in staggered arrangement. The gaps between the copper

Fig. 2 Rotating facility
plates were filled with silicon as an insulation layer. A blind hole
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as drilled in each copper plate and a thermocouple was glued in
ach hole with epoxy. Electric resistant heaters were placed be-
eath the copper plates in each row. The channel orientation was
0 deg to the direction of rotation.

In the current study, the ribs were glued on the leading and
railing surfaces with super glue. The square ribs were made of
rass with the cross section of 1.59�1.59 mm2. Three different
ib configurations were tested with the same P /e ratio of 8 and
/Dh ratio of 0.087. Figure 4 shows these three rib configurations
45 deg angled, inverted 45 deg angled, and 90 deg orthogonal�.
ue to the staggered arrangement of the copper plates, the ribs on

he leading surface and trailing surface were also staggered. In
rder to eliminate the conduction effects caused by the continuous
ibs across different surfaces, insulation was filled between the
aps as shown in Fig. 4.

Data Reduction

3.1 Heat Transfer Measurement. As described with the ex-
erimental setup, regionally averaged heat transfer coefficients
ere measured in the current study. The heat transfer coefficients

an be determined from Newton’s Law of Cooling as demon-
trated in Eq. �1�.

h =
Q̇net

A�Tw,x − Tb,x�
=

Q̇in − Q̇loss

A�Tw,x − Tb,x�
�1�

The net rate of heat transfer is determined from the difference
f the power supplied to each resistance heater and the heat lost
rom the test section. The heat loss is determined by inserting the
nsulation material into the channel to eliminate natural convec-
ion. Power is supplied by the heaters, and the power required to
each a series of given temperatures is recorded. The power sup-

Fig. 3 „a… Details of the triangular test se
section
Fig. 4 Rib configurations of the current study
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plied to the heaters during this calibration is equivalent to the
actual experimental heat loss. Separate heat loss calibrations are
required for each rotational speed.

The regional wall temperature �Tw,x� is measured using the ther-
mocouple fixed in each copper plate. The coolant bulk tempera-
ture at a specific location �Tb,x� in the channel is determined by
the linear interpolation between the measured inlet and outlet tem-
peratures. The Nusselt number is used to quantify the heat transfer
enhancement �or declination� due to either the specific channel
geometry or rotation. The Nusselt number ratio �Nu /Nuo� is used
to show the heat transfer enhancement relative to fully developed,
turbulent heat transfer in a circular tube �Dittus–Boelter–
McAdams correlation, Nuo�. Equation �2� shows this Nusselt
number ratio.

Nu

Nuo
= �hDh

k
�� 1

0.023 Re0.8 Pr0.4� �2�

3.2 Friction Factor Ratio and Thermal Performance. The
friction factor can be calculated from the pressure drop between
the inlet and the outlet of the channel as shown in Eq. �3�.

f = ��P�/4� L

Dh
�1

2
�V2 �3�

The pressure difference ��P� is taken as the difference between
the inlet pressure and outlet pressure readings. The frictional
losses can then be calculated by dividing the fiction factor by the
turbulent friction factor in a smooth tube as given by the Blasius
equation. With the friction factor in a smooth tube defined as fo,
the friction factor ratio can be expressed in terms of the measured
friction factor, and the smooth channel friction factor, as shown in
Eq. �4�.

f/f0 = f/0.079 Re−0.25 �4�

Based on the heat transfer enhancement �Nu /Nuo� and the fric-
tional loss penalty �f / fo�, the TP for a given rib configuration can
be calculated. Equation �6� shows the thermal performance based
on the constant pumping power condition.

TP = �Nu/Nu0�/�f/f0�1/3 �5�

3.3 Uncertainty Analysis. The experimental uncertainty for
the presented results was calculated using the method developed
and published by Kline and McClintock �24�. Air properties were
taken based on the mean bulk air temperature. The uncertainty for
the temperature measurement in the triangular channel is 0.3°C.

n and „b… cross-sectional view of the test
ctio
The uncertainty of the Nusselt number ratio is approximately
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.9% for the highest Reynolds number �Re=40,000�. For the low-
st Reynolds number �Re=10,000�, the maximum uncertainty is
pproximately 9.8%. The maximum uncertainty for the pressure
easurement is 9.7% at Re=10,000 and drops to 4.7% at Re
40,000.

Results and Discussion

4.1 Heat Transfer in the Stationary Channel. In the current
xperimental setup, it is in the developing flow condition because
f the short entrance length �Le /Dh=2.09�. Heat transfer is en-
anced and the baseline data comparisons were shown in the pre-

Fig. 5 Conceptual view of the rib an
rotating ribbed channel
Fig. 6 Nusselt number ratio distrib

71702-4 / Vol. 132, JULY 2010
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vious work �23�. Heat transfer is influenced by the channel geom-
etry and the flow condition inside the stationary channel. Angled
ribs induce secondary flow along the rib orientations as speculated
in Fig. 5 and heat transfer distribution is altered. 45 deg angled
ribs induced secondary flow goes from the rib leading region �L1
and T1� toward the rib trailing region �L2 and T2�. The strength of
this secondary flow decreases along the rib orientation and it tends
to impinge on the rib leading region �L1 and T1�. Therefore, the
heat transfer enhancement is higher in the rib leading region �L1
and T1� than the rib trailing region �L2 and T2�. For inverted 45
deg angled ribs, the secondary flow structure is reversed as the rib
is inverted.

otation induced secondary flow in a
d r
ution in the stationary channel
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Figure 6 shows the Nusselt number ratios �Nu /Nuo� in the sta-
ionary channel with smooth case and ribbed cases. Two different
eynolds numbers of 10000 and 30000 are reported for each case.
or the 45 deg ribbed channel, the heat transfer enhancement in

he rib leading region �L1 and T1� is higher than the rib trailing
egion �L2 and T2�. This is a good design for high heat load
ortion near the blade leading region. The angled rib induced
econdary flow grows in strength as the flow goes over several
dditional ribs and the heat transfer is increased gradually along
he streamwise direction. The Nusselt number ratio increases
long the streamwise direction from 5.0 to 7.4 in L1 and T1 re-
ions at Re=10,000. It increases along the streamwise direction
rom 3.8 to 4.3 in L2 and T2 regions at Re=10,000. The entire
ibbed leading and trailing surfaces both have higher heat transfer
han the smooth cases. However, as the Reynolds number in-
reases from 10,000 to 30,000, the heat transfer enhancement by
he ribs decreases. For the inverted 45 deg angled ribs, the rib
nduced secondary flow is reversed compared with the 45 deg
ngled ribs. Therefore, the higher heat transfer occurs on L2 and
2 surfaces while the lower heat transfer occurs on L1 and T1
urfaces. It shows the reversed heat transfer trend as compared
ith the 45 deg angled rib. Heat transfer is only slighted altered
y the ribs on L1 and T1 surfaces and is smaller than L2 and T2
egion. For 90 deg orthogonal ribs, heat transfer is influenced
ainly due to ribs tripping the flow and the flow reattachment.
here is no rib induced secondary flow along the rib orientation
nd heat transfer is more uniformly altered across the entire chan-
el. The Nusselt number ratios �Nu /Nuo� on these four regions are
ery similar and decrease gradually along the streamwise direc-
ion as shown in Fig. 6. At Reynolds number of 10,000, Nusselt

Fig. 7 Nusselt number ratio d
umber ratio on the leading surface �L1 and L2� decreases from

ournal of Heat Transfer
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5.4 to 4.5 along the streamwise direction. The Nusselt number
ratio is about 1.7 times higher than the smooth case at Re
=10,000 and 1.5 times higher than the smooth surface at Re
=30,000.

4.2 Heat Transfer in the Rotating Channel. Before the de-
tailed discussion of the rotating results, it is necessary to describe
the effect of rotation inside cooling channels. Two counter rotating
vortices are generated due to Coriolis force during rotation. For
the radially outward flow, rotation increases heat transfer on the
trailing surface while decreases heat transfer on the leading sur-
face. The structure of these two counter rotating vortices varies
depending on the channel geometry and the channel orientation.
Figure 5 shows this secondary flow pattern in the current study,
which also involves the formation of the two counter rotating
vortices. In a ribbed channel, the rib induced secondary flow in-
teracts with the rotating induced secondary flow and the heat
transfer behavior is affected by the combined effects from both as
shown in Fig. 5. The effect of rotation is small and does not have
significant impact on heat transfer on the rib leading surface �L1
and T1� because rib induced secondary flow dominates. While
near the rib trailing surface �L2 and T2�, the wide space allows the
rotation induced secondary flow to develop freely and the effect of
rotation is more obvious. With the ribs put on the leading and
trailing surfaces, the Nusselt number ratio distributions in both the
stationary and rotating channels �400 rpm� are shown in Fig. 7.

For 45 deg angled ribs, it has high heat transfer near L1 and T1
regions and the heat transfer improvement due to rotation is lim-
ited. While on the rib trailing region �L2 and T2�, the effect of

ibution in the rotating channel
istr
rotation is more obvious and enhances heat transfer on the trailing

JULY 2010, Vol. 132 / 071702-5
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urface while decreases heat transfer on the leading surface. On
he L2 region, the rib induced secondary flow opposes the rotation
nduced secondary flow and produces lowest heat transfer.

It can be expected that the direction of rib induced secondary
ow is reversed while the rotation induced secondary flow re-
ains the same for the inverted 45 deg angled ribs. On the T2

urface, both the rib and rotation induced secondary flows interact
ogether to enhance heat transfer and the highest heat transfer
ccurs due to the combined effects. Nusselt number ratio
Nu /Nuo� increases from 6.0 to 11.0 along the streamwise direc-
ion at Re=10,000. Heat transfer on the T1 surface is slightly
igher than the L1 surface due to effect of rotation but both higher
han the stationary case. Therefore, the L1 surface has the lowest
eat transfer at Re=30,000. However, the L2 surface has the low-
st heat transfer at Re=10,000 due to stronger effect of rotation
higher rotation number�.

Heat transfer is the highest on the T2 surface and the lowest on
he L2 surface for 90 deg orthogonal ribs. The rotating heat trans-
er is mainly affected by the effect of rotation because there is no
econdary flow along the rib orientation. Nusselt number ratio
ncreases dramatically from 7.0 to 13.0 on the T2 surface along
he streamwise direction at Re=10,000; however, it increases
lightly on L1 and T1 surfaces from 7.0 to 8.4. Nu ratio on the L2
urface is the lowest and remains the same level along the stream-
ise direction. As the Reynolds number increases, the Nusselt
umber ratio �Nu /Nuo� decreases and the difference between sta-
ionary and rotating results also decreases. Thus, the effect of

Fig. 8 Effect of rotation num
otation is reduced.

71702-6 / Vol. 132, JULY 2010
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4.3 Rotation Number Effects. Rotation number is a ratio of
Coriolis force to the bulk flow inertia force. By varying the rota-
tional speed �Coriolis force� and the Reynolds number �flow iner-
tia force�, the contribution from these two factors should yield the
same results. The rotation number is defined in Eq. �6�.

Ro =
�Dh

V
�6�

This nondimensional parameter is widely used to quantify the
effect of rotation in the industry and academia. Heat transfer en-
hancement due to effect of rotation is represented by the ratio of
the rotational Nusselt number to the stationary Nusselt number
�Nu /Nus�. Figure 8 shows this heat transfer enhancement
�Nu /Nus� with Reynolds number from 10,000 to 40,000 and ro-
tational speed from 0 rpm to 400 rpm. Three different regions �3,
6, and 9� in the streamwise direction �x /Dh=2.03, 4.11, and 6.19,
respectively� are chosen to study the rotation number effects.

The Nusselt number ratios �Nu /Nus� with rotation number for
45 deg angled ribs are presented from region 3 to region 9. The
heat transfer enhancements �Nu /Nus� on L1 and T1 surfaces are
very similar, which indicate the effect of rotation is small and the
rib induced secondary flow dominates. In region 3, Nusselt num-
ber ratio decreases gradually from 1.0 to 0.8 with the rotation
number on the L2 surface and gradually increases from 1.0 to 1.2
with the rotation number on the T2 surface. When the flow moves

r on three different regions
downstream to regions 6 and 9, the difference between L2 and T2
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urfaces becomes larger than region 3. For 45 deg angled ribs,
eat transfer enhancement/degradation due to effect of rotation is
mallest among all the cases.

For inverted 45 deg angled ribs, heat transfer enhancements on
ll the surfaces increase with Ro except for the L2 surface. On L1
nd T1 surfaces, Nusselt number ratio �Nu /Nus� increases from
.0 to 1.5 in region 3 and from 1.0 to 2.0 in region 9 with rotation
umber. Heat transfer enhancement due to rotation is smaller near
he entrance of the channel because of entrance effect. The Nus-
elt number ratio �Nu /Nus� on L1 and T1 surfaces is high due to
ow Nusselt number at stationary condition �Nus�. On the T2 sur-
ace, heat transfer enhancement increases slightly with rotation
umber. Nu /Nus increases up to 1.1 in region 3 and 1.35 in region
. Heat transfer enhancement due to rotation is smaller compared
ith L1 and T1 surfaces. Heat transfer on T2 surface is already
igh at stationary condition and thus enhancement due to rotation
s limited. On the L2 surface, Nu /Nus decreases gradually down
o 0.5 in region 3 and 0.4 in regions 6 and 9 with rotation number.

For 90 deg orthogonal ribs, heat transfer enhancement is the
ighest on the T2 surface and the lowest on the L2 surface. On the
2 surface, Nu /Nus increases with rotation number up to 1.7 in

egion 3 and 2.5 in region 9. For the L2 surface, heat transfer
nhancement maintains the same level of 0.8 as rotation number
ncreases and the effect of rotation in this region is minimal. The
2 surface has the lowest Nusselt number ratio due to rotation for
ll the ribbed cases. In region 3, Nu /Nus maintains the same level
ith rotation number on the T1 surface but increases with the

otation number on L1 surfaces. It is noted that Nu /Nus on the T1
urface is lower than the L1 surface due to staggered ribs near the
ntrance under rotating condition in region 3. In regions 6 and 9,
u /Nus increases gradually with rotation number for L1 and T1

urfaces. For 90 deg orthogonal ribs, there is no significant heat
ransfer declination as rotation number increases; therefore, over-
ll heat transfer gradually increases with rotation.

4.4 Buoyancy Parameter Effects. The buoyancy parameter
s also a widely used nondimensional parameter to quantify the
ffect of rotation inside the gas turbine blade. The buoyancy force
ue to centrifugal force and temperature difference is important
ecause of the high rotating speed and large temperature differ-
nce in the actual engines. The buoyancy parameter considers all
actors affecting the effect of rotation: the density ratio �tempera-
ure difference�, the rotation number, and the rotating radius. It is

Fig. 9 Effect of Buoyancy Parame
=4.11
hown in Eq. �7�.
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Box = ���

�
�

x

�Ro�2 Rx

Dh
=

Tw,x − Tb,x

Tf ,x
�Ro�2 Rx

Dh
�7�

The local film temperature is defined as the average of the local
wall temperature and the local bulk temperature as shown in Eq.
�8�.

Tf ,x = �Tw,x + Tb,x�/2 �8�

In the current study, the region near the middle portion of the
channel �x /Dh=4.11� is chosen to study the effect of buoyancy
parameter on Nusselt number ratios �Nu /Nus�. All the cases were
tested at the coolant-to-wall DR of 0.11.

Figure 9 shows the Nusselt number ratio �Nu /Nus� for 45 deg,
inverted 45 deg, and 90 deg ribs. For the 45 deg angled ribs,
Nusselt number ratio �Nu /Nus� remains the same level on L1 and
T1 surfaces as the buoyancy parameter increases. Heat transfer is
enhanced slightly on the T2 surface while declined slightly on the
L2 surface. Nusselt number ratio �Nu /Nus� increases up to about
1.3 in the T2 region while decreases down to about 0.7 in the L2
region at the maximum buoyancy parameter of 1.9. For 90 deg
orthogonal ribs, Nusselt number ratio �Nu /Nus� maintains the
same level as buoyancy parameter increases on the L2 surface.
Nu /Nus increases with buoyancy parameter on L1, T1, and T2
surfaces. It is noted that there is no significant heat transfer deg-
radation for all the regions. High heat transfer due to rotation can
be expected at high buoyancy parameter for the 90 deg orthogonal
ribs.

Two additional coolant-to-wall DRs of 0.13 and 0.15 were
tested specifically for inverted 45 deg rib case to study the density
ratio effects. Total of three different density ratios �0.11, 0.13, and
0.15� were plotted. On the leading surface, L1 increases with
buoyancy parameter while L2 decreases with buoyancy parameter.
For the entire trailing surface, Nusselt number ratio �Nu /Nus�
increases with the buoyancy parameter as shown in the figure. The
heat transfer enhancement on the T1 surface is higher than the T2
region. The data with different density ratios fit nicely into the
curve. It shows that the density ratio, Reynolds number, and rota-
tional speed can be varied independently but the results still can
be correlated into a single curve by buoyancy parameter.

4.5 Average Heat Transfer. The Nusselt number ratios
�Nu /Nuo� were averaged along the streamwise direction for every

on Nusselt number ratios at x /Dh
ter
surface �L1, T1, L2, and T2�, as shown in Fig. 10. Results are
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ompared between stationary and the highest rotational speed
400 rpm� to investigate the effect of rotation. The two regions
L1 and T1� can be used to represent the blade leading edge re-
ion of the gas turbine where high thermal load exists. At station-
ry condition, 45 deg rib has the highest heat transfer while the
nverted 45 deg rib has the lowest heat transfer for average of the
1 and T1 surfaces. From this figure, we can conclude that al-

hough heat transfer for 45 deg rib is the highest at stationary case;
eat transfer of 90 deg rib is comparable with 45 deg rib at rotat-
ng condition. The heat transfer enhancement level increases as
eynolds number decreases �rotation number increases�. Inverted
5 deg rib has the highest heat transfer for the average of the L2
nd T2 surfaces at stationary condition, as shown in Fig. 10. For
otating condition, inverted 45 deg and 90 deg rib have the com-
arable heat transfer enhancement on the L2 and T2 surfaces. It is

ig. 10 Average heat transfer results at stationary and rotat-
ng conditions
Fig. 12 Thermal performance compa
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noticed that the Nu ratio for 45 deg rib is the lowest on these
surfaces and is very close to the smooth case on the T2 surface.

4.6 Friction Factor Ratio and Thermal Performance. One
way to evaluate the performance of different ribs is to calculate
the thermal performance for each rib configuration. In the current
study, the pressure drop is measured for all the cases at stationary
condition. The friction factor ratios are shown in Fig. 11. 90 deg
rib has the higher friction factor ratio than the 45 deg and inverted
45 deg angled ribs.

Thermal performance near the leading edge of the turbine blade
�L1 and T1 surfaces� and the total average at stationary condition
are presented in Fig. 12. For the L1 and T1 surfaces, 45 deg rib
has the highest thermal performance while inverted 45 deg rib has
the lowest thermal performance at stationary condition. The total
average thermal performance is based on the average Nusselt
number ratios �Nu /Nuo� from the leading and trailing surfaces.
Angled ribs usually have higher thermal performance than the
orthogonal ribs due to smaller pressure drop. Results show that 45
deg rib still has the best thermal performance and 90 deg rib has
the worst thermal performance at stationary condition.

4.7 Correlations for Heat Transfer Enhancement. The av-
erage Nusselt number ratios �Nu /Nus� on the leading and trailing
surfaces are plotted in Fig. 13. Each data point is the average of
18 points over the entire leading or trailing surfaces. The results
are plotted with the rotation number and the average buoyancy
parameter. The well-correlated curve shows that rotation number
and buoyancy parameter can be used to predict the heat transfer
enhancement inside this triangular channel with smooth and
ribbed surfaces. It is well correlated for all the three rib cases by
a power function with the maximum discrepancy within �6.8%.
The constants for the correlation functions are shown in Table 1.

The results for 45 deg angled ribbed and smooth cases were

Fig. 11 Friction factor ratio of different rib configurations
rison of L1, T1, and total average
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lotted together for comparison. The heat transfer enhancement
ue to rotation for the smooth case is higher than the 45 deg
ibbed case. The heat transfer enhancement/degradation for the
mooth case occurs at a lower rotation number and buoyancy
arameter than the ribbed case. For the ribbed case, the Nu /Nus
alues on the leading and trailing surfaces are very close when
otation number is smaller than 0.3. After that, the Nusselt number
atios on the leading and trailing surfaces begin to diverge. Figure
3 also shows the Nu /Nus with the average buoyancy parameters.
he trends are very similar to the plots with the rotation number.
or the inverted 45 deg angled ribs, the average Nusselt number
atio �Nu /Nus� increases with rotation number and buoyancy pa-
ameter on both the leading and trailing surfaces. The Nu ratio
Nu /Nus� increases up to 1.5 on the trailing surface while only

Fig. 13 Correlations for

Table 1 Correlation coefficients

Ro

A m

Leading—smooth 0.97 0.02 �
Trailing—smooth 0.50 �0.20
Leading—45 deg rib 1.19 0.04
Trailing—45 deg rib 0.99 0.01
Leading—inverted 45 deg 1.05 0.01
Trailing—inverted 45 deg 1.25 0.04
Leading—90 deg rib 1.10 0.05
Trailing—90 deg rib 1.22 0.03
ournal of Heat Transfer
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increases up to 1.1 on the leading surface as rotation number and
buoyancy parameter increases. For 90 deg ribs, both the leading
and trailing surface increase with rotation number and buoyancy
parameter. Trailing surface has higher heat transfer enhancement
than the leading surface. It shows that the heat transfer enhance-
ment due to rotation for 90 deg rib is the highest among all the rib
cases.

5 Conclusion
Heat transfer and pressure drop have been measured in a rotat-

ing equilateral triangular channel to model the cooling channel
near the leading edge of the gas turbine blade. The results on the
leading and trailing surfaces of the channel were reported. The

at transfer enhancement

r the heat transfer enhancement

Bo

n A m B n

00 7.50 0.80 �0.02 0.18 1.10
80 0.95 1.10 0.02 �0.20 0.25
60 1.45 1.21 0.04 0.55 0.80
90 5.50 0.98 0.01 0.02 2.00
50 5.50 0.90 �0.01 0.16 0.25
20 2.50 1.30 0.05 0.10 0.80
35 1.05 1.41 0.06 �0.21 0.12
05 1.15 1.21 0.04 0.50 0.35
fo

B

10.
0.
1.
1.
0.
1.
0.
1.
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erformance of three different rib cases �45 deg, inverted 45 deg,
nd 90 deg� as well as smooth case was studied. Regionally av-
raged heat transfer distribution reported in this study can help
esigner determine the rib configuration for internal cooling chan-
els. The experiments were conducted under high rotation number
nd high buoyancy parameter to simulate the actual engine con-
ition. The results can be correlated with different density ratios,
eynolds numbers, and rotational speeds by rotation number and
uoyancy parameter. Based on the results reported, the following
onclusion can be drawn.

�1� L1 and T1 surfaces are the most critical regions near the
leading edge of the turbine blade. In these two surfaces,
staggered 45 deg rib has the highest heat transfer enhance-
ment �Nu /Nuo� and TP at stationary condition; while stag-
gered 45 deg rib and 90 deg rib have the higher comparable
heat transfer enhancement �Nu /Nuo� at rotating condition.

�2� On the L2 and T2 surfaces, inverted 45 deg rib has the
highest heat transfer and thermal performance at stationary
condition; inverted 45 deg rib and 90 deg rib show compa-
rable heat transfer at rotating condition.

�3� 90 deg rib shows the highest friction factor ratio; 45 deg
angled rib and inverted 45 deg angled rib have similar fric-
tion factor ratio.

�4� Rotation has more profound effects on heat transfer en-
hancement for 90 deg rib and inverted 45 deg angled rib
than the 45 deg angled rib.
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omenclature
A � area of the copper plate

Dh � channel hydraulic diameter
e � rib height
f � friction factor

fo � fully developed friction factor in nonrotating,
smooth pipe

h � regionally averaged heat transfer coefficient
k � thermal conductivity of the coolant
L � length of the heated portion of the test section

Le � length of the unheated portion of inlet part
Nu � regionally averaged Nusselt number

Nuo � Nusselt number of the fully developed turbu-
lent flow in nonrotating smooth tube

P � rib spacing
Pr � Prandtl number of the coolant

Qloss � heat loss through the wall
Qin � heat input at the wall
Rx � local radius of rotation
Re � Reynolds number, �VDh /�
Ro � Rotation number, �Dh /V

Tw,x � local wall temperature
Tb,x � local coolant bulk temperature
Tf ,x � local film temperature �=�Tw,x+Tb,x� /2�

V � bulk velocity in streamwise direction
	 � rib angle of attack

� � density of the coolant

71702-10 / Vol. 132, JULY 2010
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��� /��x � local coolant-to-wall density ratio �=�Tw,x
−Tb,x� /Tf ,x�

� � rotational speed
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